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Few things ,connected with the operation
of humane ,soci�ty animal shelters have given
rise to more heated controversy than the use
of the high altitude chamber, or rapid de
compression, in disposing of surplus dogs
and cats.
Many humanitarians consider rapid decom
pression to be cruel and inhumane. All
kinds of myths and rumors about the "chamber
of horrors" are �xtant,, The following de
scription of what may'be seen in the chamber
during its operation, taken from a report of
a panel of the American Veterinary �dical
Association, throws some light on why these
stories keep circulating:
"Some uneasiness and awareness may be
manifested by the animal. In one or two
seconds the animal gasps for breath, falls
to its side, and goes into opisthotonos re
semblin,g the convulsions of strychnine poi
soning. No outcry is usually heard above
the sou,nds of the equipment, but foam ap
pears tJ:irough the open mouth of the animal,
and it usually
defecates and
urinates • . The
skin rapidly be
comes bloated,
obscuring the
natural outlines
of the animal's
body."
Although this
is a somewhat
misleading de
scription, and
does not distinguish between what happens
before and after unconsciousness, its "offi
cial" source has lent credence to the more
exaggerated rumors.
As a result of all of this criticism of
the chamber, some shelters in the United
States .have discontinued its use. And the
general manager of a large Canadian society
writes: "In Canada, the only decompression
chamber which I know is in use today is in
the Vancouver City Pound.· A number of soci
eties in Ontario did have chambers some ten
or 15 years ago, but these were all discon
tinued• .• You will appreciate that it
:,r,g1iX.ci take a gi·eat dear or bad in:tormat:i.ai::i
to produce the decisions which led to the
scrapping of the e9,uiprnent."
But the managements of most of the large
shelters and pounds in the United States
have resisted tenaciously the demand by con
cerned animal lovers that they abandon the
chamber.
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campaigns in the local news media, and in
one case even the abduction of an essential
part of the equipment!
In such an atmosphere of organizational
rivalries, heated controversy and intransi
gent opinions, it could be expected that
statements made both in favor of and against
the high altitude chamber would be notable
more for passion and prejudice than objec
tive consideration of the related facts.
Having read many evaluations of,the high al
titude chamber that have appeared in humane

unsupportable statements, as will be brought
out in later sections of this analysis. Af
ter reading such statements by veterinarians
and so-called experts, we tend to lose the
confidence which we should be able to repose
in their views. Repeatedly, we have encoun
tered categorical statements by "experts"
relating to rapid decompression which can be
readily refuted by reference to the publish
ed scientific literature.
If a panel of veterinarians can reach an
admittedly erroneous conclusion in 1962, it
is obviously
possible that
another panel
limited to essentially the
same facts may
be guilty of an
other misinter
pretation ten
years later.
Which of these
two conflicting
panel opinions
is correct?
USDA Committee's Report
A United States Department of Agriculture
veterinarians' "Committee on M9.ss Animal
Euthanasia" recently recommended the use of
decompression chambers for disposing of pet
animals in pounds or humane society animal
shelters. The circumstances surrounding
this pronouncement were reviewed in Report
to Humanitarians No. 19 (:Msrch, 1972). They
do not lend much confidence in the conciu
sion.
Few Opinions Change

Rapid Decompression
in High Altitude Chambers
Humane or Cruel? (PART I)
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The chamber is a convenient and economi
cal device for "putting the animals to
sleep". The deaths occur out of sight of
shelter personnel, and,handling of the ani
mals at time of death, a disagreeable and
disheartening task, is avoided. For these
reasons the managements and personnel of the
larger shelters and public pounds much pre
fer the decompression chamber to other meth
ods of euthanasia, and have defended it as
humane and efficient. They have been backed
up by the American Humane Association, which
has been closely associated with the large
city humane societies for whom the chamber
offers the most obvious practical advan
tages.
.Frustrated and angry members have resort
ed to various methods of trying to force
managements to abandon the high altitude
chamber, including lawsuits, the formation
of rival humane societies pledged to use
some other method of euthanasia, publicity

society organs, newspapers and other publi
cations, and having listened to many discus
sions of the subject at humane society meet�
ings and privately, the editors of this re
port cannot recall a single one which was
complete and really objective, and apparent
ly based on full consideration of the avail
able scientific facts.
AVMA Opinions
One exception to the general "rule of in
transigence" is the American Veterinary Med
ical Association. About 1962 a panel of
that organization prepared a report on "Ani
mal Euthanasia", sponsored and publ.ished by

'�e�:V�;;�e"%ii�11�ri��1�i;���t!&!rs

made: "The most serious objection (to the
high altitude chamber) a.rises from the pos
sibility that animals may suffer·excrutiat
ing pain for a short time."
A decade later the AVI>/JA assigned to a new
panel of veterinarians and scientists the
task of re-evaluating methods
of euthanasia, and the re
sults were published early in
1972. The new report by the
revised panel states: "This
method (decompression) is
rapid, humane, suitable for
euthanasia of a large number
of animals, and presents lit
. tle hazatrd' to the operating
persomiel °, • • Rapid decom
pression is' a, sati'sfactory
procedure for euthanasia,
provided the equipment is
properly constructed, main
tained and operated."
Presumably this drastic
change in the evaluation was
-based on either the addition
of new evidence relating to
the effects of rapid decom
pression, or a more thorough
review of the already
existing evidence and a con
.. sequent change in the opinions of the panel members. Since practically
all of the evidence now available for such
an evaluation also was available in 1962, it
would seem a reasonable presulJTI)tion that the
differences in the two reports represent al
most entirely a difference of interpretation
of the available .facts by the members of the
two panels, It is possible that this chang
ed opinion was a partial result of represen
tations by some humane societies and others
favorable to the high altitude chamber that
the previous opinion was wrong.
In any event, the second panel obviously
benefited from a more thorough re'iriew of the
scientific evidence. It is difficult to un
derstand how the first panel could have made
some of the statements it did, particularly
its references to "explosive decompre�sion"
and the "bends", if it had made any real re
view of the then-available scientific liter
ature. The second panel also may be guilty
of over-simplification, and some loose and

,.
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· .. a;��:;�;;;��;==; ;:
have changed many if any opinions arnorig hu
manitarians. We have encountered no socie
ties which in the past have opposed or not
approved this method whose opinions have
been substantially altered by these latest
events.
We have the charity to hope and believe
that these continuing drastic differences of
opinion are not based upon selfish organiza
tional interests. We believe that, by and
large, they are sincere. Since, obviously,
both groups cannot be right in their opini
ons, one or both still must be basing their
conclusions upon inadequate information or
analysis. This report is intended to supply
the necessary information, and a much more
c.omplete analysis than we have been able to
find in any humane society or professional
report dealing with the high altitude cham
ber for euthanasia.
A very good and knowledgeable friend read
the first draft of this analysis. Re wrote:
"I haven't detected any real errors in your
(See DECOMPRESSION, page 2, column 1)
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Page 2 - Report to Humanitarians No. 20 - June, 1972

the increasingly popular curariform.drugs
were published in Report to Humarlitarians
No. 19, issued in M:3.rch, 1972. The present
report, and Part II to be published in Sep
tember, deals only with the high altitude
chamber. In forthcoming reports other meth
ods proposed or in use will be evaluated.
However, since there are many other impor
tant subjects to be covered, these reports
on other methods will be published intermit
tently as priorities permit.
The High Alt.itude Chamber
The high altitude chamber is a metal cyl
inder with a sealed, air-tight door. The
animals to be destroyed are placed first in
a metal cage or carriage on wheels, which is
rolled into the machine and the door closed
(see accompanying illustration). The air
then is rapidly exhausted from the chamber
by means of a vacuum or air pump. This sim
ulates a rapid rise, in an unpressurized
airplane cabin, to J1 high altitude.
As the air in the chamber is evacuated,
the air pressure within it is reduced. The
air surrounding the animals becomes 11 thin
ner", although its percentage co�osition o:f
oxygen, nitrogen_ and other gases is unchang
ed. The gases (air) remaining in the cham
ber merely expand to OCCUPY; the same space•
Tl:iese changes in pr�s;,ure may be express.:.
ed in terms o:f various �·asjures. The gauges
on the chambers used· i1{�shd1t�rs usually
start at sea l��l . ( apprbxfuitely 30 inches
o:f mercury), which is zero on the gauge, and
show the decrease in pressure within the
chamber. The actual pressure within the
chamber is obtained by subtracting the gauge
reading from the approximate sea level pres-·
sure. If the gauge needle should go to 30,
:for instance (only theoreticaibiliy possible),
it would indicate that an absolute vacuum
exists (30 minus 30 equals 0).
M::>st of the scientific research and lit
erature dealing with decompression has been
in the field of aviation me.d,icine, in which
the critical factor'is alti--tude, in terms of
which many of the results are expressed.
_The AVMA panel, for instance, gives the
point at which death, occurs in feet of alti-

DECOMPRESSION.- from page 1-
statements. But I don 1 t think that too many
ordinary humanitarians will be able to di
gest it."
As always, the first draft has been re-
duced in length and many of the technicali
ties eliminated. But the,analysis still re
quires careful reading.
Everything we publish has a purpose: to
help form new opinions or to evoke action.
To do any good, whose opinions about the
high altitude chamber must be influenced?
First, "ordinary humanitarians" who do not
know whether or not to support this method
of euthanasia. Some of them might be will
ing to accept our conclusions without under
standing what they are based on. But if
they try to evoke action by a humane society
or a local government, it will be quite ap
parent that they really know nothing about
the subject.
_Second, the managements of local shelters
and pounds, who are likely to be biased in
favor of whatever method they are now using,
and will not be moved to action by any mere
opinions of a national society. They can
always cite the contrary opinions of other
societies.
Third, the local veterinarians who may be
consulted by shelter and pound managements
and by city councilmen and county cormnis
sioners. They, too, will not be influenced
by our opinions. Only facts and competent
analysis will influence their opinions.
All of these people can be constructively
influenced only by an explanation which is
sufficiently detailed to constitute a sound
basis for forming an opinion. Tb.at is why
we write such co�rehensive reports, despite
the obvious fact that some--perhaps many--of
our readers are not sufficiently interested
or mentally industrious to read them. Bet
ter to influence some than to·merely enter
tain all.
HIS Research
on Euthanasia
.
.
Humane Information Services for a number
of years has been.conducting research on
metj:J.ods of euthanasia for different kinds of
�-�'�,,,��9J1 �:,,:iµu,�h of,��� .research has
r
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Humane Information
Services will send
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in the amount of'
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.
..
, .requests,
_
or if'
same is received in
cash, "by money
order or from a
foreign country.
otherwise your can
celled check will
ii serve as a receipt.
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we also have .made firsth'ii:qd Q�servations
whep necessary to, 9btai:q ,ad�:l-ttoha.J.. ,evi
dence. Our d:i,reator oflib�� l educa�:ipn,
Mt-� Arthur B. Br:-a.inerd, · li�s ,�t�veled ,�ou-�
sanp.s o:f miles in connection!ytth this proj,;,
ect� and conducted much librwirese�ch.
The project has been under �e 'immed:(ate su- ·
per;visiort o:f our president, Br. Fred�rick L.'
·
Tho!Il5en. .
.. ,
Our facts and conclusions with respect to
(Continued in column 2l
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EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION
The e�ects ., of decompression- may be di
vided into three groups: (1) anoxia (anox
ae'mia, h'.YJ!'oxia, hypoxaemia),,lwhich includes
the different effects of int ·rference with
,the .normal
flow of oxygen tb·� -tfue' tissues of
. .
'the 'body; (2) expansion of g. a:i':Teservoirs
normally contained within organs or cavities
'in the bo'ey; (3) psychologi'.ca.J...:f:'actors.
.
·, \
\ ,''. 'i
·. t
Anoxia ·
,,.,,\;,
All of.the Clrgans and tissues o:f:' the body
require oxygen. The body obtains its oxygen
from the air, from which it is transferred
. by the lungs to the haemoglobin of the
blood. If the lungs cannot transfer a sufficient amount of oxygen to the blood, and
hence to the tissues and the organs which
they coll!Pose, anoxia results.
Qxygen deficiency, or anoxia, as a means
of' producing an animal's death may be accomp.lished in various ways, one of which is
rapid decoiqpression. In fact, anoxia is the
bas-ic cause of death in connection with a
number of the methods or agents used or proposed for destroying animals, including car
bon monoxide and - carbon dioxide • Deco�res
sion is referred to scientif'icaJ.J.y as the
lzy:poxaemic type of anoxia; the histotoxic
type is that in which tissue cells are poisoned, as for exa.rqple by cyanide, and are
there:f:'ore unable to make proper use of the
oxygen in the blood. In the case of' curari
form an<1. some otb.er drugs, the �spira.tory
system is paralyzed, resulting in oxygen de
ficiency tbrough suffocation.
Anoxia b y . Decompression
The ambient (surrounding) air pressure in
effect measure& the amount- ol'-o-:xygen,--in-. the
air breathed in by the lungs, and �vaj.l.able
.
for
tra.os:t'er to the blood. RapieJ,. decontt1ression quickly: reduces. the availabill.ty- or ox
., �n to:-the- lungs-, then-to the··• b-� and
· f:tnallu, to- the tissues. This redttce.'s the.
effici.eifcy'°Df the organs which the tissues
(Continued in column 3)
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· To know i;;b.e al.t.:i;ifflde corresponding to a;ey
given pressure or �quum, it is necessary to
have a conversion t�ble. These rel.ation
ships between degree of vacuum,., altitude,
and time required to attain them are shown
in Table l.

,T.

Tab1e 1
Relationships Among Degrees of Vacuum,
Equivalent Altitudes,
and Time Required to Reach These Values
Vacuum(inches
of mercury ) ;
reading on
chamber dial
1
2
3
4
5

Simulated Time in seconds to
altitude
reach indicated
(in feet) altitude or vacuum
*
**

0.7
1,000
1.0
2,000
1.6
3,000
2.0
4,ooo
2.8
5,000
6
6,000
3.5
7
4.4
7,000
8
5. 5
8,000
9
10,000
6.o
10
u,ooo
7.'0
8.'0
ll
12,000
12
13,000
8.B
13
15,000
10.e
14
16,000
ll.6
15
12.7
18,000
20,000
16
14.2
1-7
21,000
15.9
18
18.4
23,000
25,000
21.0
19
20
27,000
24.o .·
21
25.0
30,9'?0
22
32,QQO
28.7
23
35,000
31.6
24
39,000
35.6
25
41.0
42,000
26
47,000
47.3
27
56.6
53,000
28
62,000
72.2
* The altitudes shown in column 2 are from a
table of altitude-pressure equivalents based
on the United States standard atmosphere,
assuming 59° F. at sea level. The equiva-.
lents vary under different 'assumed atmo
spheric conditions (see pp.,ll2-ll5,
Armstrong, R. G., et al, Aeros;t:>ace �dicine;
The Williams si,nd Wilkins Coiqpany, Bal.timore,
1961).
.
** The seconds shown in column 3 were deriv
ed from observations by HIS of one chambe�,
using a stopwatch a.Dd raak;1ng separate "nws�:
for each gradation of pressure or al.titude.
These 11 fine-tunedl 1 observations check fairly
closely for a few,representative pressures
with elapsed time clocked by HIS .for another
chamber, and by an American Humane Associa
tion field representative for six chambers.

compose. When this reduction reaches the
point of 100 percent loss of efficiency, the
organ ceases to function.
As the oxygen content of the blood reach-.
ing the brain is diminished, the brain ceas
es to function normally. · At first, this re
results in various symptoms inclucfing disor
ientation of the person or animal, such as
inability to speak or write coherently, to
walk or stand, or to concentrate. These
symptoms are followed by unconsciousness.
As other organs lose 100 percent of their
efficiency they also cease to function. The
heart continues to function for some time
after the brain has become inactive and in•
sensitive, and may do so briefly even after
respiration has ceased.
In connection with euthanasia, we are
concerned only with what happeDS up to the
time that the brain ceases to f'unction and
unconsciousness with insensitivity to pain
ensues. Theref'ore, we are vitally edneerned
with the relation between altitude 13.Tid·the
capacity to feel pain, as measured :particu
larly by the onset of unconscious-ness.
The Relation Between Altitude
and-Unconsciousness
It is ilqpossible to determine by ordinary
observation the specific point at which tin•
conseiousness occurs. The an1W3J � be
down a:ad apparently not experiencill'g. aey
sensations of co;ascious:o.ess, yet still be
subject to one or more of the symptolll$ oi'
altitude· sickness to be noted later in this
artiele.
The literature of aviation l!Edicine· eon•
tains repeated references to an altitude of'
about 24,coo feet as that at whicJ:r; uncon..
sciousness- occt.n"s. And the aJ.t1tllde: at'·
which there can no longer be any lii'e is
freq_uently refer.red to as ab01lt.. 4-1'.i.OOO: :reet
( as in the _ 1972 AVMA 1>ane.l reporll),.., Yet;.
when we_ Ql>served- anima.To in the· <'l�s:;,;
sion chamber, · we :fOtmd t.ha.t the:Y? ·gava, deiii.!'"'
nite indfoations of' c<?nseiousness � beyond
(See DRCOMPRESSION, page 3, eo.l.tmlll' .l.}
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Vacat ions Prese n t Se r i ou s Hu m a ne Problems

Many people take the ir pets with them on vacation, then find that
keeping an animal in a travel trailer, tent , cabin or motel involve s more
tnconvenience than expected . In a great number of cases the animals are
then abandoned, to suffer the cruel fate of strays .
In u,piver 9 ity towns many students keep pets in the ir rooms or apart
ment� durlng the school year, then abandon them when it is time to leave
for the summer or holidays .
Here are important humane problems which any person can help to car ...
rect . It does not nece ssarily re�uire the action of a humane society .
Any individual can think about the s ituation in his own community, plan
,appropr-iate action, and then do what he can ; In some s itua�ions ·the local
police may be called upon to enforce the anti-cruelty laws .
Places offering overnight accommodations for travelers , including mo 
tels and parks , should be willing to post notices in their establishments
or on bulletin boards urging that pets which cannot be taken �ome be left
at the nearest humane society shelter . The message should include road
or
•
1
. street directions tJJ the shelter.
./ : '. � ; people living:Jj:/: jtmivers ity communitie s should . write letters to the
. . . "}udent :J?�blications ,. and to general newspa,pers in the area, 4:t'ging the
_c �, ;�\iifpr1\ ,�0 , call , the �ttention of the ir readers to , the plight qf these
,,ci � p;i.;tiful .cl,qandoned animals , the improbability of them :finding new homes ,
'
and the de sirability .of taking the animals to a humane s ociety shelter be 
fore the students leave the campus . The more letters like this received
by the editors, the more likely it is that attention will be given to . the
problem .

C:an·t l H 'akc llim Up?
P h o t og r a p h cou r t es y of Go r do n N . C o n v e r s e ,
c h ief p h otog r a p h e r, T h e C h r i s t i a n . S c i e n c e M o n i t o r .

. NEWS ABOur ANIMAIS i s des igned t o give the reader some '
general information about the world of animals and hopefully
to evoke his interest in the welfare of animals in addition
to his own pets . Humane Information Services is concerned
about all animals , wherever they may be -- in animal shel
ters and pounds , in slaughter houses , in experimental labo
ratories , in zoos , in :pet shops · and breeding kennels , and in
the wild; and its s ole objective is to alleviate as much as
�Mm'""'!'ll!!"""!!i'?ffl"'P!'!'l'!'!'!'ll!'l'l"!!'""*""__.....,__aes__""'°'�·�,--""'°"ma;,1i.a..iMThis publication:· mereiy touches on an] �aJ' ri::i.r€ aii&':s�I:?; �·
fare . Humane · Information �Services aJ.so publishes a quarter
ly Report to Humani:h�:l:ans , containing in-depth analyses of
humane problems . If' you would like to regularly receive Be
port to Humanitarians , for which there :i.s no charge or obli
gation, please so indicate , on the return coupon which you
• will find on the fourth page of NEWS ABOur ANIMAI.'3 and send
the coupon to us at the address shown in the masthead above .
The same coupon mey be used if you care to make a contribu-, .
tion to the work of Humane Information Services or wish to
become a member .
:Humane Information Services is a national, non-profit : "L :' r
-educational humane society with members in eveey state and,rfl! :: _
number of foreign countries . .AJ.l dues and contributions �. ,
deductible for income tax purpose s .
?dJt ,
r

N E W WAR N I NG AB'O UT FLE A C O U. A R S
Consumer Bulletin, published by Consumers ' Re search,
Inc , ; Washington, New Jersey 07882, reports that Dr. George M.
Muller has stated in an- article in the American Veterinary
�ical Associatiop' s Journal that veterinarians are treating
an increasing number of dogs and cats for flea collar dermati
tis , a skin condition caused by the chemicals in these '. col
lars .
According to the article , the disease starts with skin
redness or rash in the neck area, and is often accompanied by
itcbing,,. .If not treated promptly, the disease progre s se s to
lesio�. (abnormal changes in the skin tissue ) a.long the entire
. back . ,following this there can even be secondary complica
tions 5fu.ch as . bacterial infection and a generalized toxic con
dition. After succe ssful treatment, there may still be flak
ing and scaling of the skin for several months .
T R A P P E D ! Each year many millions of fur-bearing animals
die slow agonizing deaths in le ghold traps for the purpose of
providing skins for fur garments . Such trap s also are danger
ous to children and to
animals not sought by
the trappers . In spite
of the intense suffering
caused and the dangers
involved, there is no
� legis lation in the
United State s to prohib,� ,,:-- it the use of this cruel
r
and barbaric device .
\;
(Photograph of The
) Canadian As sociation for
, Humane Trapping, pub
lished in "The Animal ' s
Voice " of the Ontario
Ru.mane Society . )

THE CRUELTY OF THE tHAINED DOG
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W lTH LOVE . • . FROM ALONELY DOG
'(wi.f/, .wp1,;o,w would tell me
What it' l.�-that rw: ,lone wrong.
/.\ Why <!ti I have to silly chained up
· ·A nd ht•: le{ t a/iihe so l011g?
They seenu.•d so glad to have me
When I came hae "s a pup.
Thae were so many things we'd do
Whi'le I was growing up.
The Master said he'd train me
As a com1m11io11 and a friend.
The Mistress said she'd never fear
To be alone again.
The children said they'd feed me
A nd brush me every day.
They'd play with me and walk me

.

Jf 1 �vould only stay,
But now tlte Master "hasn't time"
The Mistress says I shed.
She does11't want me in the house
Not even to be fed.
The children never walk me.
They always say, "Not now"
I wish that I could please them.
Won'.t someone tell me how?
A ll I had, you see, was love.
I wish they would explain
Why they said they wanted mine,
A nd then left it on a chain?

Edith Lasen Johnson

F rom "Kindneu C lub N E W S " ,

)J: "

p u b H t h e d b y The K i n d n e u C l u b o f .A u s t r a l i a .

T h e C h a i n i ng o f Dog s . . . .

If you must chain occas ionally, have him on a running chain . You
want a ring at the end of the dog ' s chain, so that it runs on a long p iece
of stro_ng wire . This can be fixed in a yard or garden . This is far bet
ter_ than a prisoner on a short· chain . It is most important the wire has a
stop ( some fixture oil the wire --'- like a knot ) on the opposite end to the
kennel . If the stop is not there , the dog will get his chain round and
round the end post and so become fixed . This is , of course , only an ar 
rangement for summer -- providing the weather is good . The dog needs a
good big kennel to get into, out of showers and strong sunshine . In win-.
ter the dog needs comfortable indoor accommodation, up out of drafts and
-- plenty of exercise, . both summer and winter .
" l l i ke a n i m a l s . · The y d o n 't l i c k yo u r h a n d o n e d a y

a nd b i t e you t h e n e x t . "

- A c t r e s s K I M N O VA K

Humane Informat ion Service s , Inc , , St . Petersburg, Florida 3370 5
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I S A K I N D E R WAY TO C O O K T H E M
llnny people d o not re ali ze that when
live lob sters and othe r crus tace ans are
put into bo iling water or killed by
sti cking or cutt ing , they suffer gre at
pain . There is no need for this . The
answer is to make them uncons cious be 
fore they are boiled or split for
broiling .
For small quantitie s , prepare a deep
pot with a small wire or metal latt ice
or a woode n grid on the bottom, to preve nt the animal from
coming into c ontact with the hot metal bottom as the water
is heated , Place the animal in the p ot with the de s ire d
amount of c old tap water , He at gradually unt il the bo iling
point is reached , The animal will be c ome uncons cious at a
temperature between 77 and 95 de gree s Fahre nheit , Continue
cooking as usual .
For larger quantitie s , as in re staurant s , hotels , canning
factorie s , e tc . , prepare a s olut ion of approximately 35
parts of kitche n s alt di s s olved in 100 parts of cold tap
water , or one cup of s alt to every three cups of water .
Place the animal in the salt s olution unt il it loses con
s c ious ne s s or mobility, which may take up to five minute s ,
then transfer to the pot of boiling water and cook as usual .
The animal whe n transferred should show no reaction .
The taste of the meat is in no way adversely affe cted by
thes e methods of cooking . In fact , it i s maintained that
tenderne s s is improved .

E t h i c s o f A n i m a l We l f a re
There i s confus ion in the minds of s ome
people that animal welfare is s omething
altoge ther divorced from human welfare .
Que stions are raised as to why animal wel
fare should be undertake n whe n s o much yet
remains to be done for human welfare . The
" Time s " of London has answered thi s que s 
tion be autifully when i t s ays : · " Once we
re ali ze that cruelty i s as bad for the
cruel as for the victim, it become s cle ar
that those who work for the prote ction of
animals against man are working als o for
prote ction of man against himself . And
s ince far more cruel things are done
through ignorance and insens ibility than
through a morbid love of inflicting pain, .
the champ ions of animals may be dis cerned
as doing f or man a very valuable work of
e duc ation . When cruelty to animals has
disappeared from earth, cruelty to man will
have dis appeared with it . t i

NO PETS ALLOWED
By Shirley Cole, Las Vegas, Nevada
a yard . . . a picket fence.
A hous;, . .
.A. place to make one proud,
And yet, u pon the door a sign
That reads, "No Pets Allowed. "
A r o w o f scores . . . all different kinds .
A hustling, bustling crowd,
On each atl.d every door a sign,
That reads, "No Pets Allowed."
It may not mean so much to you,
But my thoughts scream out loud,
With so much love and. loyalty �
How come no pets allowed?
To me a pet ·means happiness,
The sunlight through a cloud,
How poor indeed, are people when
There are no pets allowed . .,
When my time comes to leave this world,
To join the heavenly crowd
I' 11 gladly stay outside the ga,tes
If there a.re "No Pets Allowed."
From Good Shepherd Bulletin
Good Shephard Foundation , Inc.
Montebello, California

f r o m "A n i m a l C i t i z e n ",
o ff i c i a l o r g a n of t h e

F rom "Four Paws",

n a t i o n a l A n i m a l We l f a r e .Boa r d , I n d i a .
Animal

Rescue league

Of the Palm Beache1 1 I nc .

T h e m o:s t d a n g e ro u s a n i m a l ! -

The Bronx Zo o has an exhib it i n its great Ape s House . Vis itors
are surprised to see themselve s in a mirror . A s ign reads :
"You are looking at the mo s t dangerous animal in the world . It
alone of all the animals that ever lived can exterminate { and
has ) entire spe cie s of animals . Now it has achieve d the power
to wipe out all life on earth , "

O w n e r s Ta ke H e e d

Periodically letters appear i n the newspapers coIJ!Plaining about dogs ,
the ir no ise , and the " fouling" of footpaths , gardens and parks , The writ '.'
ers often sugge s t that we should reduce the number of dogs - - for the s ake
of the health of the community, etc .
To many of us , our dogs and cats are virtually our children, and no
one else has a right to judge us on this point, or to seek to limit Olli'
" familie s " just because he doe s not understand our point of view .
Dogs and c ats are normally clean creature s , and will not usually foul
the ir own beds or homes . But , as they cannot use the toilet amenities we
ourse.lve s e nj oy in the se modern days - - what are they supposed to do ?
· We ourselve s , as dog owners , are largely to blame f'or COllWlaints and
letters . Many shut the ir dogs outs ide and le t them bark all night , to the
annoyance of ne ighbors . They allow them to chase cars and bicycle s , to at 
tack vis iting trade smen who are only doing the ir duty in serving us . In
stead of taking the ir dogs pers onally for a quiet walk down the garden or
along the road, many let them invade ne ighbors ' gardens early each morning,
to de spoil the ir lawns and dig up the ir flower beds .
We are the one s to blame :for re current " anti -dog" campaigns - - not our
poor pets !

THE SUPREME BETRAY AL
( Letter to the Editor, Seattle Times )
By special permission

I intend this to be an open letter to the characters who abandon unwanted '
·,
pets on country roads :
You were "too kind" to take your pet to the Humane Society to put it out
of its misery because you didn't want it. You were "kind" enough to give it a
chance to survive among people ( kinder than you, fortunately) in the country.
So you dropped a little dog off on a country highway.
You should have been there to see what a chance you gave it for survival.
Do you want to know? or arc you so kind, so tender-hearted that the truth might
'
hurt you?

Tinkerbell is a sea lion who has bec ome quite famous for her
e s capade s up the Gulf of Mc:xico to communit ies on Florida ' s
we st coast , Here she i s at Venice with two frie nds , Mrs .
George Collett ( feeding her a sardine ) , of the Fe lic idade s
Wildlife Foundation, and Mrs . Clyde Darby, Jr . , of Saras ota .
Tinkerbell is from the Sea M3.mmal Motivational Institute , in
the Florida Keys , where sea lions , seals and dolphins are
traine d to hopefully work as free -release animals allowed to
roam at will but whi ch return to the ir trainers on c s,ll .
Tinkerbell obviously has ;11uch trus t in bxrn1ans and eL.i oys �tll
·::i11e I'�is s and attention sb.e re ce ive s on lle �c :J.LJ.S che dtG..e ,:_
, , ourneys . She u sually is returne d to the In:=.i�� 'cute
,_112 tered pJ_c1.J:1.e " ( Photo gra:pll by Charle s Pat:'c on frcrc .3:; " �- eT,0
..c
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The truth: Your little ab andoned dog ran panic-stricken up and down the
road, dashing toward every car in the frantic hope that YOU, nice kind YOU
were coming back-the human it loved.
It was desperate from thirst and hunger, getting weaker, but still rushing
toward e ach passing car, risking its life to find YOU - nice, kind, tender-hearted
YOU.
It wasn't an old dog, and not too wise in the ways of cars, so it wasn't cautious
enough . Anyway, it had long ago thrown caution to the winds in a frenzy of
anxiety to find YOU.
So your pet was hit b y a s p eedin g car.
Too ba1d YOL' weren't th er P,

l\Ir , .

·w. E. Olson

F r o m f e o f l e i 0 ·1 ·,- ; ; 3- A, n ; rn o i s. ' C .- s....' s a d e r s , i n�c .
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RO D E O S - B I G B U S I N ES S A N D B I G C R U E L T Y
According to columnist Jack Anderson, rodeos
have be come a multi-million -dollar busine s s. Paid
attendance is close to 25 million annually - - more
than for football . Increasing numbers of people
keep coming to see them, attracted by the color,
action and excitement .
Many of the se people are unaware that rodeos
are based almost entirely on cruelty to animals.
The bucking horse s are not wild, but trying to rid
themselve s of the bucking straps which are pulled
extremely tight around the flank in the area of the
intestines and other organs where it will hurt the
most ( see picture). Ele ctric prods and other de 
vices are used to make the animal lunge wildly out
of the chute. Baby calve s are choked by a rope , and
slammed to the ground with great force. Many of the animals are injured or killed. And all
in the name of " fun". Rodeo performers usually are not real cowboys, but trained athletes
who earn good money at the cost of incredible cr�elty to animals.
Psychologists suggest that such exhibitions provide an outlet for the meannes s that . is
bottled up in so many people , the same people who as children take pleasure in pulling the
wings off flies , Children taken to view such exhibitions learn that abuse of animals is ap
proved by adults . That is the real viciousne ss of the rodeos - - the warping effe cts they
may have upon young minds. When parents take the ir kids to see spe ctacle s based entirely on
animal abuse, they should not be surprised if later on those same kids turn into killers.
P h o t o g r a p h f r om leaf l e t of The H u mone S octety of the U n i t e d S tat e s .

2 2 H OR S E S R E SC U E D
F R OM C R U E L T Y A N D N EG L E CT

Hu ma n e I n fo rmat i o n S e r v i ces

For a hundred years humanitar
ians
have been prote sting man ' s
The Women ' s Society for the Prevention of
crueltie s to animals, yet the
Cruelty to Animals of Pennsylvania removed
suffering undergone by animals
from a home in Philadelphia 22 horses which
has
increased tremendously. De 
had been sadly negle cted and kept in filth.
spite the valiant efforts of many
One horse was in the dining room and four
people, we have been slipping
more were stabled in the kitchen, with an
backwards, not making progre s s .
other wedged in a roofle ss 16-inch space be 
It is easy to denounce the se
tween a wall and a truck ( see photograph
cruelties, but difficult to de 
above of humane officer Robert Gordon remov
ing this horse from his "home " ) , but most of vise and carry out constructive
programs . Humane Information
the horses were in small stalls at the rear
Services was founded to do this.
of the house. They were in individual sta
bles about six-foot square � · not very big for · We don ' t waste time merely talk
ing about what is bad, but anal 
ponies , according to an SPCA spokesman, who
yze
humane problems and alterna
also said that manure in one place was at
tive
solutions, then pas s the in�
least five feet deep.
formation on to the humane move 
The SPCA humane officers who made the
ment . We also conduct such ac" - .
raid were armed with a search and seizure
tion programs ourseive�· .
warrant and were accompanied by police. The
In this way, funds contributed
animals were taken to the society ' s shelter,
to
Humane
Information Services
where veterinarians treated them for disease
are
used
with
maximum economy and
and sores • The alleged owner of the animals
efficiency to accomplish the
was charged with cruelty and gros s negle ct.
This is an example of the types of condi greatest pos s ible reduction in
suffering of animals . Won't you
tions found at times by local humane socie 
Join us in this vital work? Use
ties. Cruelty investigative work should be
the coupon on page 4.
an important function of any local humane
society, whether or not it operate s an ani
mal shelter.
Is there a humane society in your commu
nity? If not, you and your friends could
organize one. Humane Information Services
would be happy to correspond with you to let
you know how easy it is to get started.
Write us at the address given in the mast
head on the first page of this publication.

If You Haven 't Read It Before
Senator Vest 's Tri bute To The Dog
It's been a long time since U.S. Senator George G . Vest, from Missouri,
appeared in court for the owner of a dog that had bPen killed by the defendant.
That was soon after he started practicing law, in 1870. His quiet yet passionate
tribute to the dog became a landmark in oratory, and was reported in journals
around the world.
"Gentlemen of the Jury : The best friPnd a man has in thf' world may turn
against him and become his enemy. His son or. daughtn that he has rpared
with loving care may prove un grateful. Those who are nearest and dParest to
us, those whom we trust with our happinPss and our good name ·may bPcomf'
traitors to their faith. The monPy that a man has, hf' may losf'. It flies away
from him, perhaps when he needs it most. A man's reputation may be sacrificed
in a moment of ill-considered action. The people who are prone to fall on their
knees to do us honor when success is with us, may be the first to throw the
stone of malice when failure settles its cloud upon our heads.
"The one absolutely unselfish friend that man can have in this selfish world,
the one that never deserts him, the one that newr proves ungrateful or treach
erous is his dog. A man's dog stands by him in prosperity and in poverty, in
health and in sickness. He will sleep on the cold ground, where the wintry
. winds blow and the snow drives fi,ercely, if only he may be near his master's
':<side. He will .kiss the hand-:that Has no:·food to offer ; he will lick the wounds
and sores that come in encounter with the .roughness of the world. He guards
the . sleep of his pauper master as if he were a prince. When all other friends
desert, he remains. When riches take wings, and reputation falls to pieces, he
is as constant in his love as the sun in its jou�ney through the heavens.
"If fortune, drives the master forth an outcast in the world, friendless and
homeless, the faithful dog asks no higher privilege than that of accompanying
him, to guard him against danger, to fight against his enemies. And when the
last scene of all comes, and death takes his master in its embrace and his body
is laid away in the cold ground, no matter if all other friends pursue their way,
there by the graveside will the noble dog be found, his head between his paws,
his eyes sad, but open in alert watchfulness, faithful and true even in death."

Dogs Use ESP, Body La nguage
Michael Fox, . a 34-year-old British-born
veterinarian, claims that some dogs have ESP
just the way some people do.
Fox, who holds a doctorate in psychology
from I-0ndon University and is currently as 
sociate profe ssor of psychology at Washing
ton Un;i.versity, says , "There have been cases
of dog� who started howling at the same time
their masters died many mile s away and dogs
that have gone on incredible journeys to
find their masters. There was one, in World
War I, I think, who swam acros s the English
Channel and found his master in a trench."
Fox, also an author, has recently written
a book called "Understanding Your Dog" and
subtitled "Everything you want to know about
your dog but haven't been able to ask him" .
His experience with animals includes even
the personal hand rearing of timber wolves,
coyotes , coys (a cros s between a coyote and
a beagle), jackals and arctic foxe s.
Many or tne animals Fox sees suffer from
emotional problems, an area in which he
claims veterinarians have been extraordinar
ily lax .
" Dogs ," he says, "may suffer from paraly
s is of the limbs , asthma, even ep ilep sy .
Dogs have · the ir hang-ups like pe ople : and
many of them suffer severely from depres 
s ion .

T H E PA U S E T H A T

fH: f iH: S H E S
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The world has come a long way s ince the days when people commonly were tortured
for religious or political reas ons , or to extract " confe s s ions " , and animals were
sacrificed in gory spe ctacle s to propitiate the gods or furnish " sport" for the :pop 
ulace .
But the se sadistic practice s still are followed . In war , soldiers torture
prisoners to extract information or confe ss ions . In As ia, animals stj_ll are sacri 
ficed on altars . In North America, where the Pilgrims landed so that they might be
able to live up to highly-motivated religious beliefs , all kinds of brutal specta
cles continue to furnish evidence that our civilization is only a thin veneer , and
that beneath the skin of our de clared moral rectitude we are as primitive and brutal
as ever .
Let ' s briefly ob serve a few example s , selected and de s cribed in a way which
should avoid unde sirable psychological impacts on even the young reader . Many thou
sands of dogs and cats in the United State s annually are deliberately or careles sly
suffocated to death, burned, beaten, and subjected to all kinds of cruel and inhu
mane acts . Millions of wild animals are trapped for furs under frightful conditions
de s cribed elsewhere in this publication . Millions of food animals still are slaugh
tered by methods which compare in cruelty with the torture racks cif ancient times .
Millions of male baby chicks are smothered to death in vats , into which searing
cherrtj.cals sometimes are poured . Strychnine and other cruel and unsafe poisons are
used 1 to de.stray rats , and incidentally by accident many cats and dogs , although hu
mane"' and safe poisons are readily available . And a-11 ev-er the- -land, peeple cl-ap -a-nd
cheer at "entertainment" offered by rodeos and other spectacles in which innocent
calves , horse s and other animals are subjected to abuses which vie with the most
he inous torture devices of ancient times .
Do you think .we are exaggerating? On the contrary, we could cite many in
stances even .worse . As we said, we wish to avoid offending the sens ibilities of our
readers , especially youth . But if we are ,not informed about these things, they will
continue to go on, because those -whose actions re sult in these inhumanei conditions
will not voluntarily reform. Only the p re ssure of an informed public opiniqnnKµl
correct these abuse s of animals . .
YOU - can help to · accOJl!Plish . this by joining the meml:>ers o;f Humane .. Info�ti9n
Servioes, using the coupon found ;below . Associate membership is -oii.ly bne dbiH.r;
patron membership .five dollars or more • . It does not obligate you in any way . �t,
if you join, we do hope that you ,will do your part by reading' our factual, objec- ·
tive , in-depth Report to Humanitarians , mailed quarterly to our members and to non
members who wish to receive it .

The M O N K E Y ' s V i e w po i n t

'W h a t , no so I t ?

..

Three monkeys sat in a cocoanut tree
Discussing things as they ' re said to be .
Said one to the others , tt Now listen, you two ,
There ' s a certain rum.or that can ' t be true
That man descended from our noble , race .
· The very idea is a disgrace .

A postman reported
to the postmas-ter
that a dog had
bitten him on the
leg that morning .

" No monkey ever deserted his wif'e ,
Starved _ her babies .and ruined her_ ,l.i:fe •
.Ail.d you. '� never known a mother- lllOnk
To leave her babies with others :tid, bunk,
Or to pas s them on from one to another
' Til they scarcely know who is their mother . ·

"Did you :put
anything on it? "
asked the
postmaster .
"No, " the postman
replied . "He
liked it just as
it was . "
) .

- -Matt Weinstock.
f rom
•K indness Club NEWS•,
published by
The Kindneu C l ub_
of Au stra lia.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ·-

. , ..
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"And another thing ·you 'll never see
A monk build a fence ' round a cocoa.nut tree ,
And let the cocoanuts go to waste .,
Forbidding all other mocks to taste .
Why, ii' I ' d put a fence a.round a tree ,
Starvation would force you to steal from me.
"Here I s another thing ·a · monk won• t do -
Get out at night and get on a. stew,
Or use a gun or a c1ub Qr a -lmif-e
To take some other monkey ' s l.1(-e:.,
' Ye s , ma.n :des ceilded, the ::ornery . 4USs ,
But , brothers , he didn' t : descend ' :f'rom us ! "
i - Author u�nown
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To : · Humane Information Services , Inc .
4521 Fourth Street South
St . Petersburg, Florida 33705
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I wish to becoire a member of Humane Information Services , Inc . , a non-profit
· national humane s ociety, without any
· · obligation whatever except for membership ,
· dues as noted below :

· $___ ($1.00 to $4 . 99 ) for Associate lembership for one year .
$___ ($5 .00 or more ) for Patron M:!mbership for one year .

I wish to make a contribution to help in your work and enclose $____

I do not wish to become a member or make a contribution at this time but would ,
like to have my name put on the mailing list to re ce ive your quarterly Report
to Humanitarians , for which I understand there is no obligation .
Mr- .
Mr-s .
Mi s s___________________________________
:F\llJ. Name
Street or Post Office Box Addres s
City and State

ZIP Code

DUES AND DONATIONS .ARE I.lEDUCTIBIE FOR INCOMIJ] TAX PURPOSES
AS CHARITABIE CON.I:.RIBurIONS . HUMANE INFORMA.TION SERVICES,
INC . , IS. OFFICIAIJ.,Y LISTED AS A TAX-EXEMPT CHARITABIE OR
GAN.rZATION BY TEE IM'ERNAL REVENUE SERVICE .

A n • un fo rg e t ta b l e s t o r y o f m ot he r l ove

In Memory
of a
Wild Cat
by w. J. WESSELS '
A cat nursing her .Jiiu'ng always tempts me to put out my
hand, stroke the mothe,_- apologeticalll and say, as I did on one
· occasion many years ag:1.� ''i - am sorry, kitty, terribly sorry".

I have never told'. the story: I again until she came walking
<.:ould never trust myself even to a long the ledge. She had worked
try. but' I always interided putting her way around and had found
it .in writing without revealing rriy an easier way to her ho'me,
name. for I am still ashamed
On reaching her little ones
that I was the ca use of it all.
she immediately lay down. I
As I said. it was many years noticed that there wer.e three
ago, r was' a young man then. not - fittens. and not two as I had ..
long out of s<.:hool. and J had thought a t first. gathering around
just started · farming on my for their supper. Except for her
. parents' property. a farm at the panting. the mother was very
foot of a rocky. wooded moun- quiet for some time. Then she
ta in.
•
lifted her head and arching her
It was a Saturday afternoon. back. tried to wash her babies.
and the native labourers. want The effort was too great for the
ing to get away. had : ,finished w\.mnded 1mother. so she took
feeding the horses, and milking. ', one !in her arms a nd. by holding
much earlier than usual. Having it. near her mouth, licked it all
nothing to do. and_ being so . ovqr, , Then I had a surprise
early. I took my .22 .rifle _and . which shocked and disturbed me.
went for a wa lk along the foot for I saw what. at the time. I
of the mountain. There was still thought lo be. a horrible t hing.
a fair amount of game in these She fastened her teeth in that
parts. Mountain hares came down little kitten's neck and killed it!
to nibble at the young grass.
The second was washed a nd
daisies warmed themselves in the killed
in the same way.
late afternnon sun. guineafowl
By this time I had jumped
were found. sometimes in fairly
la rge flocks. Wild cats were into the hed of the sliiot with
sometimes met with. but these the idea of sa ving the- life of t he
three kittens. but 1 · wa:,. flio la te.
were shy and seldom seen.
I do not remember what I saw W hen I reached her she was
on this wa lk. but I do know that ga thering them to her and try. I did not fire at anything until ing to cuddle them as all mother
�·,,ming to a sloot about twn · cats do. It was a pathefo: sig h t.
miles �from the homestead. " ' 1't '
W hen she saw me-. she pressed
was a fairly deep one. caused the k ittens to her own body.
by flood waters down the moun- shield ing and protecting her dead
tain side. I waJkec:I a_long this. babies fro111 the. enemy_ She
going away from the mountain lifted her head and spat. for I
for ,.some distance. looking down was ,very close by now,
every now and then into the . - ·rrom the open mouth there
bed. the sides of which were was a rush of frothy hlo<K 1 Her
fairly overgro.wn with grass and . ,· '. head strained hack and the hind
sma lt bushes.
legs kicked frantil:ally. M.,ci llering
Finally. a movement caught · the dead kittens. Her whole body
my eye and I spotted a wild . stiffened with spasms running
cat. It looked as if she was ' down the muscles: the fore and
· about to pounce Dn_ something. hind leg.,; strained straight bade :
I fired. Tn find this cat here the mouth opened again; there
was rather unexpected. and I was a gurgle and more blood
was quite eu.-ited. It is not often from fflouth and nostrils. Then
that one gets the opportunity of the whole body shivered and was
-killing vermin. and wild cab can still. The mother cat was dead
be troublesome near the fowl from a bullet through her lungs
runs, . I knew that I must have --and I .IJad fired --me shot.
hit it.
I wonder if there was hate in
Climbing down the bank I saw her eyes? I did not look. I was
tbe <.ci t which I had e lllpected afraid of what f might read
to be dead. It was moving rap- there. I put my hand on the dead
idly along the bed of the slope. .body. and remained where I was
i.'{1ing toward the mountain. for a long time. I found myself
Hurriedly I . climb� back . and repeating a few words too late.
ran some distance m t� d1rec- ..Poor. poor kitty. I am sorry.
tion in which the 1..-i1 t was goini. kitty. terribly sorry,"
1mly stopping when � was sure
The sun had set. The night
I must ht! ahead of 1t.
was growing dark. I placed the '
Before long I saw her as sit.: bodies of the dead kittens against
jumped out of the shrub�. trying that nf the brave mother - the '
to get ll(!_ ,I _ledJ?e ;1 few f�t Up. wild cat AlOther Who had killed
on the far ban�. My ri lle was , her babies r-.t ther than let them
at my shoulder m a �ond, but suffer and die of hungerj
I did not f?UII the trigger. for I
Blinded with tears. ; clam- ·
saw two kittens come nu� of a bered
of the sloot. and. as I
shallow hole on a l_e vel with the picked out
up
rifle. whid1 I had
ledge t.0 meet he�. Except for her left on themybank.
I felt� it was
front feet she did not rea\:.h the sticky. I loiJked and
there was
t�p of the ledge . the n s l o w l y b lood o n the pa lm a nd
fingers ·
sh pJ?<!d b�ck fro m th� sa ndy . of my hand.
slopmg surface. clawmg the
Poor. poor kittens. you wer�
earthen wall as she fell back. .
She was quite near me. and so far from the homestead. I
although I was certa in that she dnn·t think y"u would have wor
was badly wounded. I did not ried the fowl�.
see any blood on her. She disap
I cl,ised mv ha nd over the
pea red in the long grass and hlnodsta ins as if thev were somebtishes and I did .not see her thing prel'ious.
From "K i ndness C l u b N E W S " ,
publ i s h ed by T h e K i nd nes s C l ub of Austra l'i p .

•.
I.

"Animals are possessed of a divine spark,
and when we learn to think of dogs , horses ,
cats , birds and other creature s of God as our
orothers who are handicapped in the race of'
life , the world will be the better for it . "
- - Ella Wheeler Wilcox
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tended spe cifically t o measure pain of ani 
D E C OMPR E S S I O N � f r:o m p a g e 2 - . Obviously, therefore , animals killed in the
mals
re sulting from decompression is a the 
chamber
must
lose
cons
ciousness
at
much
a pres sure (or vacu� ) corresponding to
sis (Schelkopf, Russell L. : The A;pplication
higher simulated altitude s than seem to have
24, ooo feet, and there were def inite evi 
of Certain Methods for the Determination of
been commonly assumed by those issuing
dences of life beyond 47, 000 feet .
the
Pre sence of Pain in the Dog During De 
statements
about
the
chamber,
which
were
Observers repeatedly have stated that at
compre
s s ion; Ph . D . the s is , 1958, Iowa State
based
on
experiments
with
human
sub
j
ects
at
in
chamber,
the
in
the conclus ion of a "run"
Univers ity of Science and Te chnology, Ames ,
relatively slow rate s of de compre s s ion . The
which dogs have been held at altitude s sup 
Iowa; Pub . No . 58-7580 ) . Peing unable to
importance of this is obvious .
posedly over 50 , 000 feet for more than ten
secure
a copy through any library, Mr' .
minutes , some animals have recovered . Hun
A l t i t u d e a n d E l a p sed T i m e
Bt-ainerd made a special trip to . Ames t o read
It i s important to keep in mind that al
dreds of experimental animals "explos ively
it, and to talk with the profe ssors in
though the altitudes at which unconsc ious 
dec ompres sed" to 47, 000 feet or more , then
charge .
ne ss and death occur are substantially
quickly re compres sed, all re covered . This
This the sis brings out very well the dif
raised
by
higher
speeds
of
ascent
such
as
alt;i
single
no
is
there
that
evidence shows
ficulties attendant upon obj ectively measur
those achieved in the chamber , the elapsed
tude or pres sure at which life ceases , for
ing pain in an animal, but unfortunately not
time required to attain the se altitude s is
all animals , and there is every reason to
how
the se difficulties can be overcome . The
reduced . This is shown by the figures in
believe that the s ame principle applies to
author conclude s that , since neither of two
Table 4, which are compu�d from data in
cons ciousness and ability to perceive pain .
opposed hypothe ses was conclus ively proven
The marked discrepancies between ' the pub Table 3 .
by
the data, " it is presumptuous to state
lished scientific report s , including that of
that
animals during decompres s ion do or do
Ta
b
l
e
4
the AV'MA panel, and observations by reputa
not
suffer
pain . 11
ble people , couJ.d be a result of any one or
Elapsed
time
Altitude at
which
more of the following factors : (1) inaccu
Rate of climb ,
to reach
C o nd u s i o n s R e g a r d i n g E l a p s e d T i m e
feet per minute uncqnscious
that altitude
rate g'.t'aduations on or imperfect operation
B e f o re lo s s o f Pa i n Pe r c e p t i o n a n d
of the gauge used to measure vacuum in the
U n c o n s c i o u sn e s s O c c u r
· chamber, which we do not bel'ieve is respon
100
30 , 915
300 minutes
It
must
be apparent from the foregoing
II
1, 000
sible ; ( 2 ) differences in temperature of the
37
37, 23 5
facts
,
some
of which we doubt have even cc-me
II
8
atmosphere , actual and as sumed, in convert5 , 000
39,o45
to
the
attention
of the "experts " who have
It
.. ing pressure or vacuum to altitude ( a highly
10, 000
4
4o , 300
sounded
off
with
confident and dogmatic
II
1.5
45 ,175
30 , 000
; { 3 ) differences in the
technical problem)
1
statements
about
the
humaneness of rapid de 
ti
1 .9
rate of ascent, a.ct� p-, assumed; (4) dif
55, 000*
,, . 55 , 000**
coiqpression,
that
no
pre
cise · statements can
ferences betwee:q indiVidua.ls , and between
The approxittia.W :rate attained in. the cham
*
be
made
regarding
the
ela11sed
time during ·
or
man and animal ,in the, effects of altitude
ber .
which
the
animaJ.s
in
the
chamber
are con
:, + r -J :- ,- . '\ • • • ,:
p:r:essure . 01' these four factors , we believe
Even
after
vecy
scious
or
can
feel
pain
.
in
attained
actuaj.ly
altltude
is
This
**
the last two are most important .
careful
s
tudy
of
the
available
evidence
, and
according
indicated,
time
elapsed
in
chamber
11
The Effects of Ro-t-e- o f "A s c e n t
our own observations , we . can only cone up
· to our observations . It does not appear :far
with a rather wide time interval . One rea
out of line with the altitude which might be
U p o n· Loss of Co n s c i ou s n e s s
son for this is the existe nce of the condi
obtained
by
extrapolation
from
other
figures
cham
the
in
t
n
asce
The rate of simula.ted
·
tions described, and the other reason is the
in the table .
ber is much .faster than in the experiments
mar�d variability among both humans and an;.
des igned to determine the altitude at which
imals
in the ir reactions to decompression.
The
figures
shown
in
Table
4
seem
not
to
·
unconsciousness ts reached by humans . The
We conclude that practically aJ.l of the
be in substantial disagreement with our own
great significance of this is indicated by
animaJ.s are conscious and capable of feeling
subjective observations as to altitude and
Table 2, which shows relationships between
pain
for a period of about 30 seconds , with
elapsed
time
at
which
unconsciousness
oc
altitude , rate of ascent { or speed o:f.' decom
an
upper
limit of perhaps as much as two
curs
.
pression) and loss of brain function, for
minutes
.
Pa
i
n
Pe
r
c
ep
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
U
n
c
o
n
s
c
i
o
u
s
n
e
s
s
,
,
adu.li;;s
human
healthy
young,
.
Some who apparently are not as concerned
One very important point which seems to
over
the .feelings of animals as we are se:em
Tob i e 2
have been generally ove�looked, and which is
to
view
as unitli)ortant any pain that may be
Effects
the
Relationship Between
rarely referred to in .the s c ientific litera
experienced by an animal . over a period of
of Altitude and the Rate of Ascent
ture of aviation medicine, is that the sense
onl.y seconq.s or minutes • We would ref'er
of pain appears to be:·:e'Xaggerated during the
them
to the remarks in our Report to Humani
(10� los s of efficiency- ;: unconsciousnes s )
initial stages of alti:tude , but, with the de
tarians
�- 19, page 4, column 1, paragra11hs
velopment of more .severe anoxia, becomes
' '
·, · f
Rate of
.
3
and
4
.
Intense pain for even a very short
progres sively dulled . 3; Pain per.ception may
ascent
ws s. of effic!enc�ercent )
not be tolerated by humanitari
should
time
be practically lost well before the point of
(teet per 46
56 , .
100
is any alternative .
there
if'
ans
unconsciousness i s reaehed. At ·altitudes of
minute }
Altit�de (thous�s of feet )
Sp, the q_uestion is , does any real pain
16, 000 feet and above ,, ; individuals have been
5, 000
21
24
27
30
cc.cur . during the period before pain percep.
known to sustain rather serious injuries
1, 000
18
23
25
20
tion ceases and unconsciousnes s occurs? To
without being aware of them unt±l returning
100
15
18
20
22
remind
. the reader of what went before , this
to lower altitudes when the pain first be 
possible pain might result from (1) the ef
Adapted from Armstrong, H. G. , frinciples
came noticeahle and attracted attention to
fects of anoxia, ( 2 ) the expans ion of gases
and Practice of Aviation 1edicine , The
the inj ury .
within
the body, and (3) psychological fac
Williams and Wilkins Couq>any, Baltimore,
One reason for the . spaa,se attention to
tors • .
1939, p . 262, table 22 .
this point , which is ntal · lto h�nitarians
Pa i n f rom A n o x i a ?
considering the humaneness�fuf rapid decom•
of people and animals have ·
thousands
M,.ny
The rate of ascent shown in this table
pres sion, is that the e*l.!imenters' have
i:n. both undecotJi>ression
to
exposed
been
nearest to that achieved in the decotli)res 
been concerned mainly ,:$:btl:!; lthe :·e:ttects of
,pres surized airplanes and experimental de sion chamber used for euthanasia is 5 , 000
a.ltitude ori the operationaili ,efficU,ncy of ,
compression chambers .
feet per minute • The chamber, if operating
pilots , not with tl:;l!;! , pain �xperienced by anSome humans feel no disagreeable effects
properly, reaches 55 , 000 feet in about a
imals in euthanasia .
although objective tests such as
whatever,
minute , a rate of ascent more than ten tilres
foregoing
the
which
on
The observations
handwriting show that they become disorientfaster than the highest shown in the table ·.
is based were made , of course , in ascents at
ed and lose control of various phys iological
The data in Table 3 represent results for very much lower rates of speed than. those
functions . Others experience headache , dizanimals, not humans . They indicate.. that the
applying to the chamber used for euthanasia,
zine s s , anxiety, and "an elusive feeling of
e.ltitude required to reach "altitude intol
making the 16,000 feet figure irrelevant .
generalized bodily distress • • • which
erance" is 50 percent higl:ter if ascent is at
Nevertheless, they do indicate that p'ain
seems to be due to a sensory manifestation
the rate or 30, 000 feet per minute than ait
perception is greatl;y diminish.ed or elimithe developil1g tissue anoxia which, iµ.0£'
100 i'!;et per minute . But even the lll8XilllUm
nated before unconsciousness is reached..
rate i;iho'Wll in this tab1e is J.ess than halt
This is borne out by a. later section of this ·. though not el.eal'-cut and well defined in
in the euthaila.Sia chamber .
that attained
· conscious:aess ,. is sufficient to warn of an
report dealing with the effects of anoxia.
1
· impending asphy.ld.ation" (Armstrong, same
The climinished. pain :perception is a. result
( Continued in col.uJ:n?L 2 ) ··
.. source as Ta.bl.e 2, page 263; in 1961 edition
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did some good .
AT T E M P T TO B A N L E G H O L D T R A P S I N I N D I V I D U A L S T A T E S
HIS believes that the re sult of any fur
Following our previous Report to Humanitarians , in which the campaign to ban the leghold
ther
consideration of the ban by hunters or
trap in Florida was explained and members were urged to write letters , there have been a
wildlife organizations or by the Commis s ion
number of important developments .
will s olidify the oppo s ition to the ban on
First, we are pleased to be able to report that our readers evidently acted ! The execu
.
leghold traps . A drastic change in the
tive director of the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission said that they had re 
strategy of the carqpaign is called . for. In
ce ived a large volume of mail .
Second, the hearings held around the state turned up a lot of support for the ban on leg order to retain the support of hunters ' and
so-called wildlif'e organizations , we should .
hold traps . Ironically, bowever, this support came not as much from humanitarians , few of
demand
outright . banning : of trapping . As Dr .
whom attended, but from hunters , who ob ject to the traps because their valuable hunting dogs
Thomsen showed, such action would seriously
frequently are caught in them . Several hunting organizations voted unanimously in favor of
affect onJ.;'t. a!l handful of commercial trap
banning the traps . Hunters carry great weight with the Commission .
--------'----------------pers
, and the · numbers of trappers for
Third, despite this support , the Commis "
sport"
is:. ,EPCtremely small compared with the
a
trap
"
was
One
"sports
ban.
the
to
tion
sion apparently voted on two occas ions
number of hunters us ing dogs endangered by
per from Miami who claimed to be the Florida
against im_po·sing the ban .
the traps ., .
repre sentative of a national trappers ' orgaFourth, apparently because of the flood
This meeting, although it relates to the
nization
.
We
wish'
he
could
work
for
a
hu_of mail engendered by our Report No . 19, the
problem in a single state where trapping is
mane society ! This mari. demonstrated the
Commiss ion decided to reconsider the previ- not commercially important, has. been report
ous .. votes , and placed the trapping ban on
leghold trap, and various traps that could
ed in such detail only because these events
be used as alternatives to the leghold . He
the agenda f'or its meeting, held in Flaminmay be very s ignificant to those in other
made the leghold look almost humane , by
go, at the southern tip of the Florida penstates where the situation is somewhat s imi
clever manipulation, and showed clearly that
insula, on April 25 . Although this entailed
lar to that in Florida and where efforts to
the Conibear 330 and other humane killer
a round trip of over 700 miles of auto travban the leghold trap or trapping may be
traps are comparatively cumbersome and difel, HIS president Dr . Thomsen attended . Almade .
ficult
to
set,
and
really
kill,
which
of
so in attendance were Mrs . Jame s W.
What can our members do now? Re -read the
course is true . He pointed out that this
Pernhard, of the Animal Res cue league of the
article on trapping in Report No . 19, and
makes the humane traps more dangerous to
Palm Peache s ; Mr . Jim Hedrick, representing
write · as indicated to the Commiss ion, but
hunting dogs than the leghold .
The Fund for Animals , Inc . ; and Mr . Burton
asking for a complete ban on any kind of
This
obviously
"
shook
up"
the
members
of
Parks , representing The Humane Society of
steel trap. · HIS will continue to work for
the Commis sion , The chairman, formerly in
the United States . All spoke in favor of
such action, although it will be an uphill
f'avor of the ban, said he owns hunting dogs ,
the ban .
fight . For one thing, we will look into the
and would not want one of them- to be caught
Dr . Thomsen ernphas ized that there is no
kinds of "live" trap s used in Germany and
in
the
Conibear
trap
.
A
representative
of
appre ciable trapping industry in Florida
other European countrie s where the steel
the hunters ' organization, and of the Florineeding "prote ction" , and that total protrap has been banned , as suggested by the
da Wildlif'e Federation, who obviously has
ceeds f'rom the sale of skins probably amount
only member of' the Connnission who seems s in
the
friendship
and
respect
of
the
Commisto less than $15, 000 annually . The leghold
cerely and unreservedly against trapping,
sion, then arose and said that although his
trap in Florida is used mostly by "sports "
Mr . 0 . L. Peacock, Jr . , of Fort Pierce ,
directors had voted unanimously in favor of
trappers , claimed to number about 500 in
Florida
.
the
ban,
in
view
of
the
trapper
'
s
demonstraall , and by rural people who trap opossums
Already
this movement to stimulate action
tion
of
the
killer
trap
he
advised
the
Comand raccoons mostly for meat . Against the
by states to ban the leghold trap has spread
miss ion not to vote f'or the ban at this
de s ire s of this small number of trappers ,
to Missouri, where the Department of Conser
time , but to give hunters an opportunity to
Dr. Thomsen pointed out, must 'be set the
vation
has the power to ban the traps . We
view s imilar demonstrations in meetings
great harm to Florida ' s reputation among po
sugge
st
that Missouri humane organizations
throughout
the
state
before
any
action
to
tential tourists and retirees , and the pub 
try to enlist the support of hunters and so
ban trapp ing is taken. This suggestion was
lic image of the state .
called wildlife organizations , based on the
approved by the Commission, after a per
If the se humane representative s had been
danger
to dogs . And our members may wish to
functory vote agains t banning the leghold
the only ones to speak, a vote in favor of
write
to
Mr . Iarry Gale , associate director ,
trap
at
that
time
.
It
did,
however,
ban
the
the ban might well have ensued . Unfortu
Department of Conservation, 2901 North Ten .
use of such trap s having teeth, so the hear
nately, however, two others were there who
Mile Drive , Jefferson City, Missouri 65101,
ing and your past letters to the. CoI!lllliss ion
made very effe ctive presentations in opposiasking the Department to ban steel traps of
( Continued in column 3 )
( Continued in column 2 )
any kind .
D E C OM P R E S S I O N __:_ f r om pa g e 3 "Where anoxia is induced very suddenly • • •
the subjective symptoms are much more pro 
nounced • • • The subject ( sometime s ) be 
come s dizzy, sees spots before . his eye s , and
has a distinct sensation of suffocation . "
The rate of decompress ion achieved by the
euthanasia chamber is very high, so presum
ably the disagreeable ef'fects of' anoxia
which have been de s cribed mig};l.t occur in the
case of some animals destroyed in the cham
ber . In conne ction with the q_uoted pas sage ,
Armstrong does not specify how fast is "very
suddenly" .
From this and other evidence , it would
appear that the bland and confident as sur
ances of proponents of the high altitude
chamber that the animals feel no pain or
distre s s � � result of anoxia, but only
drows iness or even euphoria, repre sent wish
ful thinking. It is true that some aviators
exposed to partial decompression at alti
tude s and ascent rates not comparable with
those · in the chamber have experienced the
pleasant sensations of euphoria . This mani
festation, so frequently cited, has no more
significance than other claims that might be
made that � experience anxiety, headache
. and other distress .
In any event, however, it would appear
from a cons ideration of all of the evidence
that anoxia itself does not cause any in
tense pain or distress . It may well be that
nearly all animals decornpre s sed in the cham
ber feel no really disagreeable symptoms
arisin� from anoxia . Theref'ore , evaluation
of the humaneness of rapid decompression
must .re st princ ipally on its other effects
te chnically referred to as "decornpress ion
sickness" . It is these effe cts that give
rise to the principal objections to the high
altitude chamber .
Pecause , as we have explained, the common
misunderstandings , pro and con, about the
humanenes s of the high altitude chamber de 
rive from too-brief and incornplete analyses
of the technical facts , we decided that in
stead of condens ing this report into one ar
ticle we would divide it into two parts .
The sec9nd and rinal instailrnent will appear
in our next issue , in September .

Another " News About Anima I s "
After many promises. to readers who have
distributed to the public copies of our
firs t News About Animals , and want a new i s 
sue , we finally have found the time t o pre 
pare Vol . 1, No . 2, which is enclosed with
this Report .
We sell the se in bulk for one cent each,
which merely covers our cost of preparing
and mailing the package . We pay ' the print
ing cost . Members distribute the News About
Animals to doctors ' and dentists I offices ,
beauty shop s , libraries and other places
where it may be read or picked up by people
who are thus introduced to the world of ani
mal welfare • Each copy contains a return
coupon, and the large number of the se cou
pons we have been rece iving indicates that
you have been getting good circulation .
News About Animals , of �ourse , is an en
tirely different kind of publication than
our Report to Humanitarians . It is non
te chnical, des igned to intere st anyone who
likes animals but knows nothing about humane
societie s or their activities . The article s
show the need for action t o alleviate animal
suffering, but do not go into any detail
which beginning readers may not understand •
The appeal is to the emotions more than_ to
the mind . Report to Humanitarians , in con
trast , is des igned for people who already
have a real interest in helping animals , and
want to know how .
We hope you indefatigable team workers
will send for some News About Animals , and
distribute them wherever they are most like 
ly to be picked up and read .
Thi s i s Importan t ! .
For some readers who do not yet really
know us , the name Humane Information Ser
vices may be misleading . We are not a pri 
vate organization publishing an interes ting
newspaper, but a full-fledged, non-profit
national humane society, one of th� largest
and most influential in the country : Our
work is practical and to the point . We ap
peal to animal lovers ' minds as well as
their emotions . Next time you send $25 to
011.e soc iety you may have known longer, and
$1 or $5 to us , please think of that . Get

Deve l o p m e n t s i n N C? t i o n a l Le g i s l a t i on
The National Association for Humane leg
islation, our s ister society, reports that
since publication of its Humane legislation
Digest in February there have been few s ig
nificant developments . :M.Jst of the b ills
are just buried in committee .
A weak substitute for the Harris -Pryor
bill dealing with ocean mammals was passed
by the House on March 9, and referred to the
Senate Commerce Cammittee on Mu-ch 13 . The
latter is considering a subcommittee vers ion
that is somewhat stronger than the House
bill . If this is passed by the Senate , fi
nal action will be up to a conference com
mittee .
The Rouse-passed pe sticides bill (R . R .
10729 ) was further weakened by a Senate sub- ·
committee , and prospe cts for passage of an
eventual strong bill are not good .
The United States -�partmentof -the -Inte 
rior has recommended against passage of' the
Broomfield-Bayh bill to ban leghold traps ,
which i t claims are neces sary for ach�eving
wildlife "management ob jective s " , and /or .
economic reasons .
Since the Humane legislation Digest of
NAHL for Fe1Jruary, the following bills af
fecting anima1s were introduced, but no ac 
tion taken as yet .
S . 3161 (marine mammals ) ; S . 3362 (wild
life refuge ) ; S . 3171 (tax on sports equip 
ment ) ; s . 3199 and R . R . 12986, 13081, 131,JJ.,
13876 (endangered species ) ; H . R . 14158,
14163 (to indemnify ranchers for livestock
killed by predators ) ; R.R. 13776, 14034
(meat irnport quotas ) ; S . Re s . 274 (prohibit
irqports and sale of diseased turtle s ) ; s.
3334 (predators - -prohibit toxicants ) ; H . R .
12275 , 13629 (identical to Rr-oomfield-Bayh
bills ) ; R . R . 13183, 13824, 14155 ( game con
servation ) ; H . R . 13492 (pets in hous ing
proje cts ) ; H . R . 14648 (care and treatment of
animals ) ; H . J. Re s . 1179 (polar bears ) ; H . R .
14569 (hunting ) .
the most r.elief of animal suffering for your
money . Send that really generous contribu
tion to :
Humane Information Service s , Inc .
4521 - 4th Street South
St . Petersburg, Florida 33705

